
There’s no shortage of material about the working lives of

Henry and other family members via a constellation of

technologies and era-appropriate methods of access. No

detection is necessary, there’s a world heaving with data.

Their lives are particularly well documented with playbills

and pictures of their faces captured onstage and on camera

and the British Library Newspaper Archive in Colindale is

the repository for press coverage about all of them. If the

Ainley dynasty had begun when Laing’s did, there’d be no

moving footage and no sound recording. Technologies from

Henry’s era enforce a separation between sound and image.

Within the copious representations available of him, sound

and image are amply covered but not together, not running

at the same time, and not from the same source. He is a man

of parts, a voice and a face. His real home is indeed the

stage, where his constituent attractions come together to

form a man famed for acting, speaking and beauty. He

inhabits the stage, completely and complete. Playing roles

may be insubstantial in their temporariness but the

recordings and representations of them have long lives, as

long at least as the primacy of the technology used to play

or view them. With the accelerated lives of technologies in

the century or so since Henry’s career began, some of the

material is lost in irrecoverable formats such as

unplayable Ferrograph reel-to-reel recordings and worn out

and stretched tapes and disks. Henry’s film debut was an

adaptation of Henry VIII (1911, dir. William Barker), which

was subject to an exclusivity deal in which all prints had

to be burned six weeks after the first screening. From the

plateau of contemporary standards it is shocking that none

has since emerged.



Absent in these two sons’ childhoods and photographed as a

professional in his adulthood, the ever-present Henry makes

almost no showing in family photos that have filtered in

her direction. His existence is verified through an

imbrication of stills, programmes, playbills and promo

shots, with immaculate makeup and flattering lighting,

forever captured in a series of perfect poses. His status

as ‘picture postcard hero’ means there exists a full deck

of portraits and production postcards. Photography is the

great disappearing act of endless reproduceablility; an

inexact science of corrosive chemistry. Henry Ainley is in

disguise again. He’s still incognito. He epitomises the

fiction of the veracity of photography, subjects stopped in

their tracks by degrading material. She built her story of

Henry out of these fragments of representation gathered

from disputable facts. It’s the only way for her to know

him.

Other representations of Henry and sources of information

about him come from all over: books; those letters in the

British Library Special Collections; recordings in the BBC

audiotape archive; the British Film Institute (BFI) film

archive; the Shakespeare Centre Library; the V&A Theatre

Archives; the Mander & Michenson Collection; the Cartoon

Archive; Punch magazine; the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art

(of which he was president in 1931–33); the Royal

Shakespeare Company; the National Portrait Gallery; and the

Garrick Club archive.

Her dad’s work is accessible from some of those same

sources and appears on film, videotape and in books. She

has seen three films in which he appears, although she has



scanned the list often. Two of them, As You Like It and I

Dood It, she owns as vhs copies (although she no longer has

the domestic technology necessary to watch them), and the

third, The Agony and the Ecstasy, she has watched on

television. The BFI archive holds 22 of his films that can

be viewed for the asking. His more famous old students from

the Bristol Old Vic and Rose Bruford drama schools

regularly publish books in which he features, as well as in

their institutional histories.

Dr Who is the key to finding millions of versions of Ant.

She can search across (on this day) 232,000,000 Dr Who fan

websites. The BBC archive holds some tape and digital

copies of the programme and every bookshop has a Dr Who

shelf. Libraries keep dvd box sets of the series and video

and dvd copies of some of those other TV series and films

he appeared in. She can also watch him on television

occasionally since some kind of digital remastering of his

character took place in the contemporary series of Dr Who.

As a player Ant’s existence is well documented, along with

his father’s and brother’s; their insubstantiality as

family members is accentuated by the number of sources of

information about their professional selves. Their public

representations make fictions of their existence. Their

professional biographies have to stand in.

It’s all there for the looking, apart from when it’s not.

Technology gives access and restricts it, by design or by

accident. It has its limits. There are limits, for example,

to the number of backups the BBC produces or the number of

copies the V&A can keep or the speed of the programme of

digitisation of the Newspaper Collection to make available



those papers too delicate to touch. Only so many formats

can be held at one time. Everything continues to exist

forever on the internet: nothing gets lost, so they say.

Innumerable items come to exist finally only as storage

fodder. Then they are forever disappointing as catalogue

items to the eager researcher because they are in fact lost

or otherwise unreachable, yet they retain a value in the

power of that unreachable nature. So near, so far; so

there, so gone. Choices have to be made with each new

format about what can be transferred, about what will

survive the transition with the ambient hiss and sizzle

wiped clean or with the breadth of tone and colour

flattened. All nuance can be further diminished by the

viewing apparatus, and what’s lost in translation may in

time be lost entirely. Archives revise their collections

according to what extant technology allows researchers to

play or see. Generally the consumer is only aware of what

has been deemed worthy of transfer from analogue to

digital, what’s not considered too damaged or degraded to

copy, from fix-corroded photograph to jpeg, by preferences

and format incompatibility and corruption. Still, nothing

can be captured, downloaded or stamped for keeps. Where the

electronic connection is continually timed out, a holding

image exists only as a marker of an absence that is always

there, taunting, an intruder-alternative to what is sought.

The technology means that pulped to its last copy, out of

print and its paper pages acid-attacked, uncountable files

of endless versions of this script will remain. Beyond

that, life expectancy of access can be problematic. Stories

persist in their longevity nonetheless; technologies often

have shorter lives than secrets or memories, despite the

promise of their manufacturers. The bait of limitless



capacity in any and every successive new form of digital

storage is a false promise held out to encourage early

adoption by the user whose financial investment is crucial

for a format to become embedded. The power of retrieval is

enormous, yet it promises (the illusion of) an

impossibility. The archive is forever a place of dreams and

their disappointment. The archivist or researcher can

retrieve only representations of artefacts of memory, and

then only in a fragmentary form. That is what can be found

at the archive: an evidence store, tagged and ordered, an

itemisation of clues, a documentary of the artefacts of the

detection. It’s what the detective fabricates out of what

is uncovered at the archive that’s important. She’s

engaging in the same kind of detective work that

biographers of the reclusive and the uninterested are

engaged in. She’s a detective reconstituting traces left by

others, rewriting the story. The snippets and jigsaw pieces

and tales she finds to refashion feed a yearning for more

to be left. This is all there is.

A ‘distance value’ is bestowed on the holdings of the

archive by virtue of having to travel to an unknown

destination; to develop new relationships with curators and

managers; and then to wade through cataloguing systems and

order material with which others are far more familiar.

Since it takes trouble to get material from the archive,

the past that it contains is packaged in a layer of

accumulated promise of (in)completeness: scarcity and

distance value. A visit to an archive is a literal working

of keeping the possibility of ending at bay, keeping

arrival always deferred. The quiet space devoted to itself

has its own attractions of quietness, insulated from the



outside by its own material, an atmosphere interrupted only

by rustling paper and the click of drawers sliding shut,

the low-voiced instruction from the keepers of the archive.

At the digital archive every search with a virtual

embarkation point offers the flickering monitor, dynamic

graphics, warning signals, instant response, electronic

rather than mechanical sounds: searching in an online space

for what may exist but can never be found. A fascination

with the interface and the process of the search, and

ambivalence over its object masks the fearful questioning:

if I find it, what then? What’s left? The process of always

looking (because that thirst can never be slaked) and never

finding is built into the system. She doesn’t know what

she’s looking for and can’t know and can’t find it, since

what she seeks is to find what’s lost or broken or non-

existent. The digital archive makes that process easily

repeatable: to look again without the public embarrassment

of obsession. For all its (pleasing) catalogues and

systems, the archive remains (pleasingly) labyrinthine and

impenetrable. While both the workaday and dream-like nature

of the archive holds out that false assurance, in actuality

what it offers is the mundane: the gap. How it is described

is the main event, how it is told. That’s the story. She’s

making something of it.

Aside from the deliberations of what to admit and what to

exclude, archives can also play a part in the dissemination

of false information. Not all the data can be relied upon

and just because it’s there doesn’t mean you always want to

know. The archive may not be able to guarantee the veracity

of any information contained in its holdings, and it may

not be the role of the institution to make pronouncements



on the provenance and content of their holdings. It still

seems surprising to come across misrepresentations

presented as facts. The expectation remains that the

archive is full of facts; make any use of what can be found

there, sometimes it’s wrong. It doesn’t need to be made up.

She had always known that Henry had three wives, like her

dad; and as far as she knew Henry had three mistresses too

and a pair of children with each wife and each mistress.

But she was a child making up symmetries for maximum impact

and falsifying the mistress count in the process, exposing

mistakes and misapprehensions of her own and others’ too.

She used to enjoy intoning this pattern to herself, she

could believe that her life was governed by some of the

same systems and rules gleaned from children’s tales in

which she took refuge. She was wrong about that just as she

was wrong to imagine for the sake of poetic equivalence

that father and son each had three wives. She found that

out by reading it in print too: sleuthing in Ethel Hardie’s

book gave her the facts this time. The press was even more

ill-informed than she was about this public figure. Henry’s

obituary in The Times mistakenly had it that he’d made

‘several’ films when the tally was more like 25 and he had

been widely credited as one of the first English stage

actors to move into film. The Times, among others,

misinformed its readers about the number of Henry’s

children and who their mothers were. Her dad, tailoring-

related recognition notwithstanding, was recognised in

print as his father’s only son (out of a cast of many).

It’s a slip of the public sphere. Perhaps it was an easy,

if lazy, mistake to make when father and son both had a

professional profile on the stage. Richard was also

reported as one of only two children. The paper managed to



get right the number of wives Henry had, but one of the

women named was not his wife. Elsewhere Richard and his

sister are attributed as children of Henry’s wife, rather

than their own mother, who went unmentioned. Keep up. TV

Times miscast Antony too as Richard’s son and Henry’s

grandson, slipping a generation in response to a reader’s

enquiry about the facial likeness between him and Henry.

Another easy mistake to make.

Her own family archive lacks the distance value conferred

on other archives but her storage methods mean she can go

through the process of discovery over and over, so that she

can always find something new when she looks again. Her

refusal to categorise or even file in one place is a

deliberate bid to extend this possibility. The impulse to

keep separate piles can be traced back to a fear of losing

the material: if it’s not all in the same place, she won’t

be able to lose all of it. Although lacking the sense of

place, in common with other archives hers provides its own

style of validation while also always failing to deliver.

The compulsion to return, to look again, is easily

achieved. The constant promise, the continual

disappointment mirrors the double-edged nature of any

archive. To know its contents too well, to be over-

familiar, will wear it away, oxidise it into dust. Her acid

breath will quicken the process of decay and the whole will

expire, in all formats. The gaps won’t be so visible,

either. Like the unused space around the single image in

the folder indexed under ‘father, and self’.

Other people in the family have made deposits of a verbal,

printed, audio and photographic type, some of a public



nature and some private but she’s the keeper. It’s jobs for

the girls. The keeper of this family archive is expected to

write the definitive, minutely researched story of the

acting Ainleys, the tale of a diminished dynasty, verified

through long conversations and painstaking research. That’s

a work that is understood and sometimes even eagerly

anticipated. Any half-decent detective could do it, deliver

the goods, sign off and on to the next case, the next

assembly of random to chase. As a detective she’s as poor a

specimen as she is a sister, and her motivations are open

to question and suggestion. She’s the archivist of the

family stories too, originally self-appointed and now

tacitly recognised. She is the person who rips those

stories apart too by delivering them up to public view

where they stop belonging to the family. As if they ever

did. She’s also expected to know what a second cousin once

removed is, and who they are. She can be relied upon to be

curious enough to follow up on leads of ‘new’ family

members and also to voice information about them that

others in the family think is untrue. (They’re right, even

she can’t be sure that she hasn’t made it up).

 Her dad used to make his own leads to follow too. He

discovered and met his older brother Norman, the story

goes, through his Family Yellow Pages habit of looking in

local phonebooks on any trips around the country to see if

any Ainleys were listed. Norman was discovered in

Eastbourne when they were on one of their holidays on the

south coast. It’s a habit she inherited from him to fill in

the gaps but she doesn’t seek them out where ever she goes

like he did. She doesn’t always want to know and she



imagines he didn’t either. She waits until she comes across

them and then makes contact.

The contents of 2 Ennerdale Drive would have constituted an

archive of 80 years in the life one family, settled and

sedimented within its boundaries. There had been no history

within the house other than this family’s, with material

from bills of sale and conveyancing documents to grocery

bills and insurance certificates to postcards, and just

maybe, a hoard of valuable Dr Who memorabilia. The house is

itself the repository for the archive of this family.

Nothing else has been allowed through the front door, and

that’s more than enough. It has contained the people and

their documentation. No more future, it’s run out of time.

The house is empty of that family now, but full of promise

still. It’s an archive of the affect, of emotionally

articulated space and ripe with documentation, such as it

is.


